Guidelines of the StuVe for sponsoring with the budget item ‘Studentische Kleinprojekte’

1. Goals/Objectives:

The StuVe sponsors small-scale projects from one or multiple students, as well as accredited university groups of the StuVe. Your project should have if possible an educating character or be in any other way of beneficial to other students.

In principle your project can be everything from an idea for your final thesis, up to an event of any kind. The StuVe wants to promote you and your idea and tries to help you with the realisation.

The Uni Ulm is not just a learning space, cast in concrete. Here you also can realise your own ideas and projects, regardless whether the projects fits into your discipline or is something completely different.

Furthermore the StuVe don’t only offers you money! You also can use the infrastructure of the StuVe like the scientific workshop or the party/event material of the StuVe.

2. Requirements:

- At the time of your application you have to be student of the Uni Ulm.
- You are enthusiastic and proactive about your project.
- Your project must not be of commercial use.
- Your project has no inhuman or discriminatory background or stands against the liberal-democratic constitution.
- You prod to the StuVe as your sponsor.
- Your provide free images of your project to the StuVe for advertising provisions and to publish a compilation of sponsored projects afterwards.

3. Procedure:

a. The project leader applies for funds at the StudentsPalament (StuPa). An informal request with a short description of the project, an explanation, why we should sponsor your project and a rough survey of cost with details about how much money you need, will be suffice.

b. For every project 500€ maximum can be requested per year. It is possible to request a new stock of money in the next year.

c. The StuPa decides on the funding with bare majority. It should come to a decision within the studi-period and if possible be communicated via email maximal 4 weeks after submission.

d. At the End of the project, but also during the process if requested, you have to give account to the StuPa.

4. Commencement:

This Guideline becomes effective with the resolution of the StuPa on the 07.12.2016.